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The expression 2 O l 9 contains four
digits and three minus signs What is the

largest value that can be obtained by
inserting exactly one pair of brackets into the

expression

Brackets should contain the last two minus

signs but not the First relying on distributivity
to turn them into positives

2 O l 9 2 ti t 9

12

There is no higher sum possible with

those digits so this is the answer

Kerry writes a list of all the integers
From 1 to n She uses the digit 0














































































































five times and the digit 9 six times

What is the value of n

I 9 O zeroes 1 nine

10 19 I zero 1 nine

20 29 I zero 1 nine

30 39 I zero 1 nine

40 549 I zero 1 nine
50 59 I zero 1 nine

TOTAL 5 zeroes 6 nines
A large square is divided into smaller
squares What Fraction of the large square
is shaded grey














































































































Top left quarter 719 Shaded

Top right quarter 01g shaded

Bottom left quarter 01g shaded

Bottom right quarter 919 shaded

So the total Fraction shaded is

x Ia t f X l Ff t 95g

LG
36

I
9

In a race Lotar Finished before Manfred
Victor finished after Jan Manfred finished

before Jan and Eddy finished before Victor

Who Finished last

I 2 3 4 S

L M J E V

Victor














































































































Five Friends all bought some cakes to a get

together Each of them gave a cake to each

of the others Then they ate all the cakes

they had just been given As a result

the total number of cakes decreased by
half How many cake did the Friends have

at the start

Suppose they had a cake at the start

Each Friend received and ate 4 cakes

So 4 5 20 Cakes were eaten

We have
n
z n 20

n Zn 40

n 40

A 4 digit integer is written on 3 pieces
of paper The paper are arranged as shown

The sum of the three integers is 10126

What are the covered digits














































































































1243 t 21 A 7 t BC 26 10126

We have 1 t 4 t A t 2 I 2 mod 10

T
carry

STA I 0 mud 10

A 5

and I t 2 t l t C E l mod 10

T
carry

3 t C E O mod 10

c 7

and














































































































I t l t 2 t B O mod 10

T
carry

4 t B 0 mod 10

13 6

So the numbers are A _5
13 6
C 7

Andrew divided some apples into six equal

piles Boris divided the same number of

apples into 5 equal piles Boris noticed

that each of his pile contained 2 more

apples than each of Andrew's piles How

many apples did Andrew have

Suppose Andrew had 6h apples pile size n

Then Boris had 5Cnt2 apples and

Gn 5 nth

Sn t 10














































































































n 10

Andrew had 6 10 60 apples

In the diagram PQ PR QS and

QPR 200 What is LRQS

Since PQ QS LQSP LIPS 20

Since PQ QR Larp LRQP

180 20

160

800
By supplementary angles Lars 180 LQRP

180 80

100
By angle sum of a triangle

LRQS 180 Lars L Q SP














































































































180 100 20

Go

Which of the following 4x4 tiles cannot be

formed by combining the two given pieces

MMA M Be AB BB Bna BB BB can't
AT Bo

mammal Mr Bram is BB mmaB be
Madd Bae done

Alan Bella Claire Dora and Erik met together
and shook hands exactly once with everyone they
already knew Alan shook hand once Bella twice

Claire three times and Dora four times How Mans
time did Erik shake hands

Dora shook hands 4 times once with

everyone
Alan only shook hands with Dora














































































































The total number of handshakes must be even

So Erik shook hands 2 or 4 tomes If he

shook hands 4 lines he must have shaken

hands with Alan which is impossible since Alan

did his one handshake with Dora So Erik

Shook hands 2 times

Jane was playing basketball After a series of

20 shots Jane had a success rate of 55

Five shots later it was 56 On how many

of the last five shot did Jane score

20 100 5 So 55 of 20 is 51 11
5

25 100 14 So 56 of 25 is 51 14
4

So she scored on 3 of the last

five shots

Cathie folded a square sheet of paper in

half twice and then cut it through the

middle twice as shown before unfolding it all

How many of the piece that she obtained
were squares
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There are 5 squares obtained the

highlighted pieces

Michael keeps dogs cows cats and Kangaroos
He has 24 animals in total

of them are dogs

3 of them are not cows4

3 of them are not cats

How many Kangaroos does he have


















There are 2,1 3 dogs

I of them are not cows so I are

hence there are 21 6 cows
4

2
3
of them are not cat so are

hence there are 213 8 cats

The number of Kangaroos is therefore

24 3 G g 7

Some identical rectangles are drawn on the

floor A triangle of base 10cm height 6cm

is drawn as shown What is the area of
the shaded region



Area of triangle 12 6 10 30cm

There are 5 rectangle on the base so the

length of one rectangle is 2cm

There are 4 rectangles making a total of

6cm in height so the height of a single

rectangle is 32cm

So the area of one rectangle is

2 32 3 cm

In the diagram there are 14 rectangles

making a total area of 14 3 42cm

So the shaded area is

42 30 12cm

Chloe chose a 3 digit integer with all of

its digits different and wrote it on lots of

pieces of paper Peter picked some of the

pieces of paper and added the integers on



them His answer was 2331 How many

pieces of paper did Peter pick
Trial and error 2331 3 777 X

2331 9 259
All the digits in 259 are different

Peter picked 9 pieces of paper

Julio has two cylindrical candles with different
heights and diameters The two candles burn wax

at the same uniform rate The First candle
lasts 6 hours The second lasts 8 hours He

lights them both at the same time and 3
hours later both candles are at the same

height What is the ratio of their original
heights

Candle 1 Height h radius r V Tr h

Takes 6 hour to burn completely burns at

rate of Ir'h 3
Cm hour

6

After 3 hours at height



Candle 2 Height H radius R
Takes 8 hours to burn completely burns at

rate of ITR't
g
cm'lhour

After 3 hours at height 5ft

So hz 5gI h 51
4

4h 5h

ratio of original heights
is

5 4

Natasha has many sticks of length 1 Each is

coloured blue red yellow or green She wants to

make a 3 3 grid so that each 1 1 Square in

the grid has Four sides of different colours What
is the smallest number of green sticks she could use

IIII
1 I I I
l l l l



d 4 This uses 5 green sticks
tal l I
l l I 1

Each green stick contributes to two squares
in the grid So we need

First 5

sticks

The integers From 1 to n inclusive are equally
spaced in order round a circle The diameter

through the position of the integer 7 also

goes through the position of 23 What is

the value of n

Since 7 is joined by a diameter to 23

there are equally many integers on either side

of the circle between them

We have 23 7 1 15 integers between 7 and

23 on one side so the total number of



integers on the circle remembering to include 7

and 23 themselves is

15 t 15 t 2 32

Lian spent all his money buying 50 soda bottles

for 1 each He sold each bottle at the same

higher price After selling 40 bottles he had 10

more than he started with He then sold all

the remaining bottles How much money did Liam

have once all the bottles were sold

After selling 40 bottle he had 501 10 60

So the price of each bottle is

60
To I 1.50

He sold to more bottles for 15

So he made 60 15 75 in total

Prab painted each of the 8 circles in the

diagram red yellow or blue such that no two

Circle that join directly are painted the same



Colour Which two circles must be the same

colour

N
A S 8 B l 6 C 247

D 485 E 346

N

2 and 6 must be different colours since

they are connected

5 must be the third colour since its directly
connected to both Similarly 8 must also

be the third colour So 5 8 are

the same colours



When Ria and Flora compared the amounts of

Money in their savings accounts they found that

their savings were in the ratio 5 3

Then Ria took 160 euros out

The ratio of their savings charged to 3 5

How many euros did Ria have before

Let R and F be the initial amounts in

their accounts

We have
the 5g f 31

5

After taking out money K 60
Is

5 R 160 3F

313
5 R 800 91

5
16h
g

800



R 5 800

16

250

A chess tournament is planned for teams of

players each Each player in a team will

play exactly once against each player from all

the other teams For organisational reasons no

more than 250 games can be played in total

At most how many teams can enter

If there are n teams then there are

3N players Each player plays 3N 3

others so the number of games is

3 31
2

divide by two since there are 2 players
in a game and so we've counted

everyone twice



We need 3h13m 3
2

E 250

9inch l E 500

n n i E 500 9 5555

We have 8 7 56 which is too

large and 7 6 42 which is ok

So the largest number of teams is

7

So there can be at most 5 leans

the diagram shows the Square WXYZ
The point P Q R are the midpoints of

the side 2W XY and Yt respectively

What fraction of the Square WXYZ is shaded



1,2

0,2 ZZ

o l 2 1
I

1,1

010 2,0

Line From W to Q

m t
Z O 2

y o x o



y x

Area of
red s x l x t

Area of
green s I l x 2 I

Area of
blues l t z

4

Total shaded area 2x Z Zz

Area of square 2 2 4

i Shaded
fraction 3g

A train is made up of 18 carriages
There are 700 passengers travelling on the train
In any block of five adjacent carriages there

are 199 passengers in total How many

passengers in total are in the middle two



carriages of the train

Let x be the number of passengers in

carriages 9 Io the middle two

i i J
199 199 199

We counted everyone on the train but

counted the middle two carriages 19 10

twice

So 700 4 199 x

x 796 700 96


